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Past Presidents 
Osborn, Herbert-__ ___________________ 1887-1888 
Todd, J. E-----------··-·----------···-·--·1888-1889 
Witter, F. M. ____________________________ 1889-1890 
Nutting, C. C. (2 terms) ______ 1890-1892 
Pammel, L. H. ________________________ 1892-1893 
Andrews, L. W·--··---·----·---·····---1893-1894 
Norris, II. W. (1 term) ________ 1894-1896 
Hall, T. P.________________________________ -1896 
Franklin, W. S, ________________________ 1896-1897 
Macbride, T. H, ______________________ 1897-1898 
Hendrixson, W. S---····--··--------1898-1899 
Norton, W. Il, __________________________ 1899-1900 
Veblen, A. A. __________ -·---··-··-----1900-1901 
Summers, H. L. ------·-·----------·---1901-1902 
Fink, Bruce.·-······--·--------------···-1902-190,t 
Shimek, B, ____ --·-·----··----····-······-1904-1905 
Arey, M. F, ____________________________ .. 1905-1906 
Bates, C. O, _____________________________ 1906-1907 
Tilton, John L._ _______________________ 1907-1908 
Calvin, SamueL _____________________ l 908-1909 
Almy, Frank F, ______________________ .1909-1910 
Houser, Gilbert L--···------------1910-191 l 
Begeman, L, ______________________________ l 911-1912 
Bennett, A. A, ________________________ 1912-1913 
Kinney, C. N, _________________________ ,1913-1914 
Conard, Henry S,. ___________________ 1914-1915 
Kelly, Harry M·-··------------·-·--·-1915-1916 
Stewart, George W ................. 1916-1917 
Ross, L. S.··-··-···-·····--------·--····--1917-1918 
Beyer, S. W, ____________________________ 1918-1919 
Stephens, T. C,_ _______________________ 1919-1920 
Knight, Nicholas.---····-·-··---·---·· 1920-1921 
Morehouse, D. W .. ·----··--···-·····-1921-1 1J22 
Wylie, R. B. _________ ·---··-·-···-·-·· 1922-1923 
Pammel, L. II ................. -----··-··1923-1924 
Smith, 0. H .. _ ·····-··-·---------------1924-1925 
Cratty, R. J... __________ --···------·-··.1925-1926 
Seashore, C. E.. _______________________ 1926-1927 
Weld, L. D----·-···----------------------1927-1928 
Kay, George F, _______________________ 1928-1929 
Spinney, L. B .. _________________________ 1929-1930 
Rietz, H. L... -·-···-----------·-- _ .... 1930-1931 
Lees, James H .. ____________________ .1931-1932 
Jaques, H. E.. ___________________________ 1932-1933 
Cable, E. J, ______________________________ 1933-1934 
Bartow, E. W·-----.,-----------------·· 1934-193;> 
Buchanan, R. E---·-·····--···--··-···1935-1936 
Sherman, L. P. ----·--·-·-···-·--···--·1936-1937 
Trowbridge, A. C.. ................. 1937-1938 
Martin, J. N·--···---···-··---·-···--·---1938-1939 
McC:lenon, R. B. ______________________ 1939-1940 
Carter, Charles .... ___________________ l 940-1941 
Nelson, Roy A ..... ----------···-·-·---1941-1942 
Lantz, C. W, ____________________________ 1942-1943 
Smith, E. R---------·······-·---··--·-··1943-1944 
Peterson, Ben H ... __________________ 1944-1945 
Gilman, Joseph C, __________________ 1945-1946 
Bodine, Joseph H·-·-·····-··-·-----1946-1947 
Baker, J. Allen ______________________ 1947-1948 
Kadesch, William II.__ ____________ 1948-1949 
Culbertson, James B. ______________ 1949-1950 
Helmick, Paul S .. ___________________ l 950-1951 
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Members of the Iowa Academy of Science 
Honorary Fellows 
Osborn, Herbert (F)__ _________________________________________ .State University, Columbus, Ohio 
Emeritus Fellows 
Aitchison, Allison E. ( E )__ ______________________________ State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Bartsch, Paul (FJ ________________________________ u. S. National Museum, Washington, D. C. 
Begeman, Louis (Bl --------------------·-------------------State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Boyd, Mark F. ( F) ------------------------------------------------------------------------Tallahassee, Florida 
Buchanan, L. L. (Fl----------------------------------------National Museum, Washington, D. C. 
Conard, Henry S. ( G l--------------------------------------------------------Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Coss, 1 ames A. ( C) -----·-·······-···---·--·---·-·-·---·--·-·-·-···Morningside College, Sioux City 
Jaques, H. E. (F) ............................................ ___________ Jowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Morrison, J. W. ( 0) -·-···-·····----··--···-·---·---·--·----·-·-·-···---·--·-·-··---·-···-·-·····-··---·---·--·-----.. Al ta 
Rusk, W. J. (A) -------------------------·-----------------·--------------------Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Stromsten, F. A. ( F l---··-·-·-·---·--···------·-·-·-·----·---·----·-·-------State University, Iowa City 
Weld, L. D. ( B l--·----·-·-·----·-·---·---·---·-----·------·------------·---·-·-Coe College, Cedar Rapids 
Wilson, Guy ~'est.·---·--·-----------------------------------·---·--·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·---··---·-··-·------Des Moines 
Life Fellows 
Barnes, M. E. ( 0) ·-·-----··-·---·---·-·-·---·---·----------·-·------···-·----State University, Iowa City 
Bartow, Edward W. ( C) ·-·-----·-·-·------·---·-------·--·-·------·--------State University, Iowa City 
Brown, F. · E. ( C) ·--------------------------·-·------------·-·--------·---------.Iowa State College, Ames 
Erwin, A. T. ( G) ---·---------------------------------------------------·-------.Iowa State College, Ames 
Gilman, J. C. ( G) ···-·-·-·-·---·---·--··---·---·-·-·-·--···-·-·-·--·-·-·-·---·-·Jowa State College, Ames 
Hartzell, Albert (Fl----·-·-·-----·--··-·-·-·-··Boyce Thompson Institute, Yonkers, N. Y. 
Jones, David T. ( F) ----------------------------·---·------·---·-·----------·---·--------------·--·----·Oxford, Ohio 
Kemmerer, Mrs. Mable C. (I) ----·-·-·----·-------------------·---·---·------·-------Claremont, Calif. 
Kopf, Kenneth ( G) ------·-----------------------------------------·---·------Jowa State College, Ames 
Kuntz, Albert (F) ·-·-·-·---·----------------·--------·-------St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo. 
Lindly, John M. ( G) ---··---·-------------------------------·---··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--------------------------Winfield 
Martin, G. W. ( G l--·-------------·---·-------·------·-·------------·---------State University, Iowa City 
Plass, Everett D. ( C l--·-·-·--·---·-·-·-----·----------·----------·----------State University, Iowa City 
Ricker, ?\Iaurice ( F) ----·-·-·-·---------------·-·------·-·--------·-·-·---·-·---·-----------Washington, D. C. 
Sylvester, R. H. (I) ____________________________________________________ Drake University, Des Moines 
Wen berg, Edwin H. ( E) --·--··--·-·-·-----··---·-·-·-·--------·-·--·--·---------··----·Caracas, Venezuela 
Wilson, L. R. ( E, G l---·------·-·-·-----·------------·-·-·------State University, Amherst, Mass. 
Wylie, R. B. ( G l--------·-·-·-·····----·-·-·---··--·-----·------------·----------State University, Iowa City 
Fellows 
Aikman, J. M. (G) --·--------------------···---·-·-·--------···---·--·---·---·------------State College, Ames 
Alcock, N. G. (F, OL------·-·-·-·-·------------------------·----·-·-·-·----State University, Iowa City 
Allen, Edward S. (A) ·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--------·--------·-·----------·-------------State College, Ames 
Anderson, J. P. ( G )--------------------·-·---·-·--·---·------------·----------·---·----State College, Ames 
Anderson, Ralph W. (B, C) ----·---·--------·----·-·---·--···-·-·-·-------------·--Long Beach, Calif. 
Ayres, John C. ( G, 0) ----·-·-·---·-·---------·-------------·-·-·-·-----------------------State College, Ames 
Bair, Roy A. (G) ·--------------·-·-·---·---·----·--------·-·------····-·----·-------·----Belle Glade, Florida 
Baker, J. Allen ( C) ---·-----------·-------------·--------·---------------·-·.Simpson College, Indianola 
Bakke, A. L. ( G l---------·-·------------·---·------------------------------·----------------State College, Ames 
Banks, Charles V. ( C l---··-·-··--·-·-·------·--------------------·---------------------State College, Ames 
Bardach, John E. (Fl------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·------·---·----State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Bath, John A. (I) ·------·-·-··-·-·---·---·---·---·--·-----·--·------------------------·----State College, Ames 
Beams, H. W. ( Fl----·-·------------·-·-------·----------·-------·--·-··-----State University, Iowa City 
Becker, E. R. ( F l----·------·---------·-·---·--------------------------·-------------------State College, Ames 
Benedict, Paul C. ( B l----------------·---------·-·------·-----·-------------------------·Lincoln, Nebraska 
The Jetter in parentheses following the name indicates the section in which the member 
is interested as follows: A, mathematics; B, physics; C, chemistry; E, geology; F, zoology; 
G, botany; I, psychology; 0, bacteriology. 
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Bennett, Walter W. (F) ................................................................ Los Angeles, Calif. 
Benton, Byrl E. ( C) ...................................................... Drake University, Des Moines 
Berg, Clarence P. (C) .................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Biester, H. E. ( F, 0) .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Bodine, Joseph H. (F) .................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Boyd, Ivan L. (G) ................................................ Baker University, Baldwin, Kans. 
~ ~~ 3~:;,erG .WL. ~ ·c \ ~.'..·.·.·.:·.:·_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::·.::::::::::·.:~tt:tt: ~iff :;:: ~~=: 
Brooks, F. G. ( C) ............................................................ Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Brown, Robert G. ( G) ........................................................................................ Clarinda 
Browning, George M. (B, C, E, G) ............................................ State College, Ames 
Bryan, A. W. (F, 0) ........................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Buchanan, R. E. (0) .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Buchholtz, W. F. ( G) .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Buffum, Hugh S. (I) ........................................ State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Burk, Myrle ( G) ................................................................................................ Waterloo 
Butler, L. W. (B). ......................................................................... State College, Ames 
Cable, E. J. (E) ................................................ State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Canfield, Earle L. (A) ................................................ Drake University, Des Moines 
Carlander, Kenneth D. (F) ........................................................ State College, Ames 
Carlson, Alice M. ( G, F) ........................................................ Central College, Pella 
Carr, A. B. ( B) ................................................................................................. .Indianola 
Carr, P.H. (B) ................................................................................ State College, Ames 
Casey, Robert S. (C) ................................................................................ Fort Madison 
Chase, Sherret S. ( G) .................................................................. State College, Ames 
Chello, Alexander A. ( G, 0) ........................................................................ Sioux City 
Cheney, H. B. (C, G) .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Chittenden, E. W. (A) .................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Clark, Bruce B. (A) .......................................................... Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Collins, Wm. B. (l) ................................................................ Loras College, Dubuque 
Conard, Louisa Sargent ( G) ............................................ Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Conkwright, N. B. (A) .................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Coppock, William H. ( C) ........................................ Drake University, Des Moines 
Cornog, Jacob, ( C) ............................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Cox, B. B. ( E) ........................................................................................ Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Crabb, Wilford D. (F) .................................................................... Billings, Montana 
Craft, James H. ( G) ........................................................................ Alamosa, Colorado 
Craig, Allen T. (A) .......................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Crelin, Edmund S., Jr. (F) .......... c •••••••••••••••••••••...•••••••....••...•..••...• New Haven, Conn. 
Crozier, W. D. (B) ................................................................................ Socorro, N. M. 
Culbertson, James B. (C) ................................................ Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Danforth, Joseph D. ( C) .................................................... Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Daniells, Marian E. (A) .............................................................. State College, Ames 
Danielson, L. L. (G) ........................................................................ Norfolk, Virginia 
Daum, Kate ( C) .............................................................. State University, Iowa City 
Dawson, Helen (I) .................................................... College of Medicine, Iowa City 
Dean, H. L. ( G) ................................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Dennison, Raymond A. ( G) ................................................................ Gainesville, Fla. 
Diehl, H. C. ( C) ............................................................................ State College, Ames 
Dodd, L. E. ( B) .............................................................................. Los Angeles, Calif. 
Doty, H. S. (E, G) ............................................................ Simpson College, Indianola 
Drexler, R. V. (G l. ........................................................... Coe College, Cedar Rapids 
Duke, Frederick R. ( C) .............................................................. State College, Ames 
Edgar, Rachel ( C) ........................................................................ State College, Ames 
Edwards, Walter L. (I) .................................................................................... Riceville 
Eldredge, J. A. (B ). ....................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Eldredge, John C. ( C) ................................................................ State College, Ames 
Englehorn, A. J. (C, E) .............................................................. State College, Ames 
Ennis, J. Harold (F) .................................................... Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Ernsdorff, L. E. (A) ............................................................ Loras College, Dubuque 
Errington, Paul L. (F) ................................................................ State College, Ames 
Evans, John E. (I) ........................................................................ State College, Ames 
Evans, Titus C. (B) ........................................................ State University, Iowa City 
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F~ssel, Velmer A. (C) ................................................................ State College, Ames 
~@~~~ti:1~7,~~::'.:~=:-~-:~~~~=- ~i~ J1\~J~ 1~~ 
Gaessler, William G. ( C) ············--·········-·······················-··········--State College, Ames 
Gale, Grant 0. ( B) ............................................................ Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Gaskill, H. V. (l) .......................................................................... State College, Ames 
Geiser, Sam W. (Fl. ................................... So. Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 
Getchell, R. W. ( C) ···················-··-················-State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Gillam, Basil E. (A) ·······---·········----····-··········--------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Gilly, Charles L ( G l----·--------------------------------··---·-------------------East Lansing, Michigan 
g;~~:~~z!i,es~YA.( ~ b:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.t~t~---rc~!~;re,/a;~~ 
Glockler, George ( C) ··----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Goellner, Karl E. ( F) ---·----·-----·-··········--·---------·········································-Cedar Rapids 
Goetz, Charles A. ( C) ···········-·--····-----·-------·--··············------·-·····----State College, Ames 
Goodman, George J. ( G) -·····----····----------·-·-·-··············----·-···-·······-Norman, Oklahoma 
Gouwens, Cornelius (A) ··----------·····-----------·--·················-·············State College, Ames 
Graber, M. E. ( B, A I ............................................ Morningside College, Sioux City 
Grant, Martin L. ( G) ------···-··········-·-·-···············State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Greenwood, D. A. ( C) ·----·······································-·····--·--···············-·········Logan, Utah 
Grelck, William ···-············--·········-·-·-·-···--·-···-····················--·· ................ Baltimore, Md. 
Grove, C. S. Jr. (C) ........................ -------···························-··---······-·········Syracuse, N. Y. 
Gwynne, Charles S. ( E) .............................................................. State College, Ames 
Haber, E. S. ( G) -····---·---······--·-······················--········-···········-···--·-State College, Ames 
Hagge, Ario H. (G) ........ ---------·············--·········-····························State College, Ames 
Hale, William E. (E) ....................................... .Iowa Geological Survey, Iowa City 
Hansen, Robert S. ( C) -····---···-·-····························-·····-··-···-·-······State College, Ames 
Harper, Floyd S. (A) ······-------------·····-·-·························Drake University, Des Moines 
Harris, Donald B. ( B) ··-···················------···-·-·-· ................................... Stanford, Calif. 
Harris, H. M. ( F) ····-······································-·-------------···············-State College, Ames 
Harrison, Bruce M. (F) .................................... Univ. So. Calif., Los Angeles, Calif. 
Hartman, Geo. B. ( G) ---·-··--··-·-·····---------·····-·······················-········State College, Ames 
Hauber, Ulrich A. ( F) ............................................ St. Ambrose College, Davenport 
Haun, Ray R. (B 1---------·····-···-···--·--···························Drake University, Des Moines 
Hawk, Grover C. (FI ...................................................... Simpson College, Indianola 
lfritkamp, G. W. (G l--········--········-······--------···············-·········Loras College, Dubuque 
Helmick, Paul S. ( B) ··············-·····-··-----·--··--·············Drake University, Des Moines 
Helser, J\L D. (Fl. ....................................................................... State College, Ames 
Hendrickson, Geo. 0. (Fl ········--·-·······-·············--···················--··State College, Ames 
Henry, Lyle K. (I) ---------·········--····------················-····················-----············Dallas, Texas 
Herr, Gertrude A. (A) ··----············-··········-·-························-----···State College, Ames 
Hershey, H. Garland (E) .................................................... Geo!. Survey, Iowa City 
Higbee, F. G. (A) ----·······--···--··-····---·············-··················State University, Iowa City 
Hines, Harry Matlock (C, F) ........................................ State University, Iowa City 
Hinman, Jack J., .Tr. (C, 0) ........................................ State University, Iowa City 
Hinrichsen, J. J. L. (A) ............................................................ State College, Ames 
Hissong, R. D. ( F, G) ···-----··················-·-········-··········-······High School, Sioux City 
Hodgson, Jam es B. (I) ... ···--------·-·-·----·--··············-----······Coe College, Cedar Rapids 
~~f ~~· i~~rA r·--"(~~~::::::::::-_:::.::::-:::-:-::::.::::.-:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::~~~-&~H:::!ir6:1 
Huff, George C. ( F) ············----···--------·······-··········-··Drake University, Des Moines 
H ufferd, Mrs. Margaret Simpson ( B) ····-·····················-··---·············--.Frederick, Md. 
Hughes, H. D. ( G) ·---·---···-·--··--·····-···-········-·····················-···-········State College, Ames 
Hulbary, Robert L. (G) .................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Husband, Richard W. (I) ............................................................ State College, Ames 
Isely, Duane ( G) ·······················-----·-------··········-··························-··State College, Ames 
Jacob, F. E. (Cl ·····--------··················-····························Drake University, Des Moines 
Jacobs, James A. (B) .................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Jahn, Theodore L. ( F) ············----····················································Los Angeles, Calif. 
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Johnson Leland P. ( F) ____________ ,, ______________________________ Drake University, Des Moines 
Johnson' Wendell (I) ________________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Jones, ~Iarion ( 0) -----------------------------------------------·------------State University, Iowa City 
iz:J::;:h:w~ ~. ~~ll-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:tm!~~t~o1~::<l~ 
Kalina M. H. ( C l--------------------------------------------------------Gray, Saskatchewan, Canada 
Kalnit~ky, George ( C l----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Kassander, A. Richard, Jr_ (B )_ _______________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Kay, G. Marshall (E) ____________________________________ Columbia University, Ne~ York .City 
~=~~: i:'.aC.e(ti· ___ <_~'._::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~t~~r:,11~~,~llf:i~k 
Kercheval, James C. (() ________________________________ State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
King Albion Roy (I) ___________________________________________ ,, _______ Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
King'. Robert L. (Fl--------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
~~~~:~i'J: ~ ~l :·::::·::-::-::::::::::·:::-::-:::·::-:::·::·:·:·:-::-::-:::·::-::·:·:·:-:::·::-::-::·:·:-::·:-:_:_:_:_:_:_:;::::--t11::>12~~ 
Knowler, Lloyd A. (A) ____ ,, _____________________________________ ,, _______ State University, Iowa City 
Kohl, Walter H. (B l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cedar Rapids 
Kollros, I erry J. ( F) --------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Kosanke, Robert M. (E) ___________________________________ Jll. Geo!. Survey, Urbana, Illinois 
Kozicky, Edward L. ( F) ------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Kreider, Orlando C. (Al------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Krull, Wendell ( F) --------------------------------------------------------------------Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Kunerth, William ( B) _______________________________ ,, _________________________________ State College, Ames 
Kunsch, William C. ( F, G) ------------------------------------------------Loras College, Dubuque 
Lantz, C. W. ( G l----------------------------------------------State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Lauer, A. R. (I l----------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Lawson, Ra! ph W. ( E) --------------------------------------------------------------------Badger, Wisconsin 
Lee, Chester D. ( 0, F) ---------------------------------------------------------------.State College, Ames 
Leu, G. Chester (Bl------------------------------- ------------------------------------Central College, Pella 
Levine, Max (0 l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Honolulu, Hawaii 
Lewis, Don (I) --------------------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Li, Ta (A )_ __________________________________________________ ,, _______________ Drake University, Des Moines 
Lierle, D. M. ( C, F, I, 0) ________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Liggett, Thomas H. ( C >------------------------------------------------------------Central College, Pella 
Lillis, G. A. ( C l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Brooklyn 
Lindsey, A. W. ( F) ________________________________________________________________________________ Granville, Ohio 
Loehwing, Walter F. (G, C) ________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Lonsdale, I ohn T. ( E) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Austin, Texas 
Loomis, W. E. ( G l------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Luck, Rubena E. ( G l----------------------------------------------------------------------------Houston, Texas 
McClelland, I. E. ( C) ------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
McClenon, R. B. (A >--------------------------------------------------------Grinnell College, Grinnell 
McClintock, I. T. (F) ----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
McComb, A. L. ( G) --------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
McCracken, Earl C. ( B) ------------------------------------------------------------Riverdale, Maryland 
McKee, Albert P. ( 0 l----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
McKelvey, J. V. (Al--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
MacDonald, G. B. ( G) ------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
MacGregor, J. B. (I l--------------------------------------~------------Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Maple, Clair G. (A) ________________________________________________________________________ Washington, D. C. 
Martin, D. S. ( C) --------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Martin, I ohn N. ( G) ------------ -------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Mathews, I ohn Ir. ( C) ----------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Mattill, Henry A. ( C) ____________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Maxwell, H. L. ( Cl------------------------------------------------------------------Wilmington, Delaware 
Meglitsch, Paul A. (F)_ ___________________________________________ Drake University, Des Moines 
Meier, Norman C. (I) ____________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Melhus, I. E. ( G l--------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Mendell, Frank H·----------------------------.. ·-----------------------------------------...... __________ Ames, Iowa 
Mendoza, Guillermo ( F) ______ ,, ____________ ,, ____________________ ,, ______ Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Michel, Burlyn E. ( G) ____________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
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Mickelso'1, 1 ohn C. ( E I ------------------------·-··-······-·-------------····------Pullman, Washington 
Miller, A. K. (E) ---·-····-----------------------------······-·--------------State University, Iowa City 
~::::,r, Ji~;iR. L( 2 r'..::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~~-do-~~-~-~p~~:;: 
l\loots, Elmer E. (A J ________________________________________________________ Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Morrow, Roger ( F J -------------------------------···--------··········-·-- ______ Macomb, Illinois 
Mou den, Homer ( B, 0 I --------------------------------------------·-····----------Prairie Village Kansas 
Mouser, G. W. ( F.G I ________________________________________________ Teachers College, Ceclar Falls 
Muir, Robert M. ( G l----·-·····-·------------------····-·----·------·-····--State Unive~sity, Iowa City 
Murphy, H. D. ( G) -·····---- ------------------·------··-··--·--------- ---------·-------State College, Ames 
Naylor, Nellie .\I. ( C) _____ ·····--------------····-·······-----------------------·------.State College, Ames 
Neff, I. F. (A 1 ·--···-----------········---·-------------------·----·····------------------------------·-·-····Des Moines 
Nelson, Roy A. (B >-----------···-····-·--··---------------·--···--·-------Cornell College, l\It. Vernon 
Newell, W. S. (I) ________________________________________________________________ Coe College, Cedar Rapids 
Norlie, 0. M. (I l---------·····-·-··-·------------------- ______________________________ Northfield, l\Iinnesota 
Nye, Warren E. ( F, G) --····--------------------------------·-·········-------Loras College, Dubuque 
Oelke, W. C. 1 r. (CI______________________________________ ----·--·---·-------Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Ojeman, Ralph H. (I)--····-----------···------ ________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Ough, Lee D. ( C >-------------·-······----··-· ---------------------------------------------·-····--······-- ____ (]in ton 
Owens, William A. (I l----------····--·-------··---······----···---·--------------------State College, Ames 
Paddock, F. B. ( F I ------------------------------------------------··----------------------State College, Ames 
Palmer, E. L. (F, GI ________________________________________________ Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 
Parish, 1 essie Augusta ( G) ----------·--··-·---·------.State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Park, 0. W. ( F) __________ ------········-···---·---·---------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Parker, Ralph L. ( F >----··--·---·-·······----------------------.State College, Manhattan, Kans. 
Patterson, T. L. ( F 1 ________________________________________________________________________________ Detroit, Mich. 
Peters, Sister Joseph Marie (F, G) ________________ Ottumwa Heights College, Ottumwa 
Peterson, Ben H. ( C l------------------------------------------------·-------Coe College, Cedar Rapids 
Peterson, Stuart C. (Il----------------------······-··········-··--·-------Simpson College, Indianola 
Pieper, Sister Mary Benita (F, G >----------------·····-------·········---_\Iarycrest, Daycnporl 
Plagge, Herbert J. ( B l---------------------------··---------·········-··-------------.State College, Ames 
Porter, 1. R. ( 0 !---------------------··-·····---------------------·---·-------State University, Iowa City 
Prill, Edward A. (Cl__ ______________________________ Boyce Thompson Inst., Younkers 3, N. Y. 
Rath, H. Earl (F) ___ ----------····-·-······-----------------State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Ray, Francis E. ( C) ···-··---·······--------------------------------------------------------Gainesville, Florida 
Reddy, C. S. ( G l------------------------------------··········---------- ________________ State College, Ames 
Reid. Albert T. (Fl----------------··----------·-···---·---·-------- __ -------·----·--··--·---Chicago, Illinois 
Rice, William N. (G l------------------------------------------------------------------------Rangoon, Burma 
Rigµ:s, Philip S. (A)···--- ------------------------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Robinson, P. G. (A) __ -------------------·-·------------------········--------·--- _______ State College, Ames 
Robinson, W. Merle (Cl----·-------···----·----·-------------------------- ______________________ Mt. Pleasant 
Rogers, R. A. (B)___________ ------------······-----·-·---Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Rose, E. T. ( F) ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ Okoboji 
Routh, .I. I. (CI________________ ------------------------------------·State University, Iowa City 
Roy, Ch aimer 1. ( E) ------------------------·-···-·-····-------------------------------.State College, Ames 
Runner, 1 oseph .I. ( E) ----------------·---·-····--······------·---·-------State University, Iowa City 
Rupiper, Omer J. (I)_____ ----------------------------------------------lr. College, Mason City 
Salisbury, Winfield W. (BI ________________________________________________________________ Berkeley, Calif. 
Sanders, W. E. (F, G) -----------·-·--- ·--··---······-····--------------------·······-Long Beach, Calif. 
Sass, J. E. ( G) --------·-------------------------------------------·---------------------------State College, Ames 
Scheck, _\f. George (Il--------··-··-----·-··-······-·-····-··-- ____ Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y. 
Schlenk. Fritz ( 0) ----------------------------·-······-··-··------------------------------State College, Ames 
Schoewe, Walter H. (E) __________ ---------·---········-·--State University, Lawrence, Kans. 
Schulte, Geo. N. ( C l--------·----------------·-···-·-····-----------------------Loras College, Dubuque 
Schulz, .I. A. ( C 1 •••••••• ------------------------------------------------------········-----.State College, Ames 
See burger, _\[rs. M. M. (E) -------------······------------------------------·-·········------------Des Moines 
Semeniuk, George ( G) ------------·---···-------------·---·----····-··----·-------------State College, Ames 
Shawhan, Fae M. (F)_ _______________________________________________ Drake University, Des Moines 
Sherman, L. P. ( C) ----------------·-···----------------------------- _________ Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Shriner, Ralph L. ( C l------------------------·----·········-···--·---·---State University, Iowa City 
Smith, Edwin R. (A) ··------------------------------·····---·---··--··-··-·-···--------.State College, Ames 
Smith, Erma A. ( Fl----------------------------····-·····------------------·-·······-·····-1 ackson, Michigan 
Smith, F. E. ( F) ········-------------------------··--···------------Buena Vista College, Storm Lake 
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Smith, Walter T. Jr. (Cl------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Snedecor, George W. (Al----------------------------------------------------------.State College, Ames 
Speaker, E. R. (Fl---------------------------------------Jowa State Cons. Comm., Des Moines 
Sprague, G. F. ( C) ------------------------------------------------------------------------State ~ollege, Ames 
Sprugel, George, Jr. (Fl----------------------------------------------------------------Washmgton, D. C. 
Stainbrook, Merrill A. ( E) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Brandon 
Starr, Charles D. ( C) ----------------------------------------------------Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Stewart, G. W. (B l---------------------------------------------------------.State University, Iowa City 
Stiles, Bruce F. (Fl---------------------------------------Jowa State Cons. Comm., Des Moines 
Stiles, Harold (B l------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Stiles, K. A. (Fl--------------------------------------------------------------------East Lansing, Michigan 
Stiles, Nestor L. ( E) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cherokee 
Stork, F. J. ( C l--------------------------------------------------------------------Loras College, Dubuque 
Swanson, Leonard W. (Al----------------------------------------------------------------Park Ridge, Ill 
Swanson, Pearl P. ( C) ----------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Sylwester, E. P. (G l--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Tarr, Margherita ( G) --------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Tauber, Oscar E. ( F) --------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Tester, A. C. (El--------------------·---------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Theobald, 1 ohn (A l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Luxembourg 
Thielman, H. P. (Al--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Thom, H. C. S. (A, El--------------------------------------------------------------------Falls Church, Va 
Thomas, Byron H. ( C l------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Thomas, Leo A. ( E) --------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Thorne, Robert F. ( G) ------------------------------------------------University of Iowa, Iowa City 
Throw, Francis E. (BL----------------------------------------------Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Towner, Leonard W. Ol---------------,----------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Trites, David Keightley (I l--------------------------------------------------------------------Austin, Texas 
Trowbridge, A. C. (E l----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Trump, Richard Feigel ( Fl------------------------------------------------------------High School, Ames 
Turner, Louis A. ( B l----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Tyndall, E. P. T. (Bl-----------------------------------------------------.State University, Iowa City 
Vance, Thomas F. (I l--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Van Engen, Henry (A l------------------------------------State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Van Epps, C. Ol----------------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Van Tuyl, Francis M. (El----------------------------------------School of Mines, Golden, Colo. 
Voight, Adolf F. ( C l--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Volz, E. C. ( G) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Von Ohlen, Floyd W. (F, Gl--------------------------------------------Parsons College, Fairfield 
Von Ohlen, Laura S. ( G l------------------------------------------------Parsons College, Fairfield 
Wallin, J. R. ( G) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Wallinga, Warren D. ( Fl--------------------------------------------------------------------------Rock Rapi<ls 
Warner, Robert M. ( G l--------------------------------------------------------------------Fresno, California 
Wawzonek, Stanley ( C l----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Weiser, David W. (Cl------------------------------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Welch, Aaron W. ( G) ----------------------------------------------------------------Wilmington, Delawarr. 
Wellhouse, W. H. (Fl--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Werkman, C. H. ( 0 l--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Westerhof, Anthony C. (I l----------------------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Will, Emery L. ( G l----------------------------------------------------Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Williams, Noel 1. ( F) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Milford 
Willson, L. H. ( B) ------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Wilsie, C. P. ( G) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Wilson, Ben H·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 oliet, Illinois 
Witschi, Emil (Fl-----------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Wittrock, G. L. ( G l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bronx, N. Y. 
Wolden, B. 0. ( G) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Estherville 
Wolfe, Russell M. ( F, 0) ------------------------------------------------------------------------Marshalltown 
Woods, Roscoe (A) ----------------------------··----------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Wylie, C. C. (Al--------------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Zubay, Eli A. (Al--------------------------------------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Zuker, W. B·----------------------------------------------------------University of Dubuque, Dubuque 
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Associates 
Abbott, Roy L. (F l------------------------·-----------------State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
~~=~1~ti~~~1~Je;<t'f ::::::~:'.:::::::::::::::::::::·::::~:::::·::-:-:::::::::::::·::-::-:::_:_:_:::::::-:::::::~~-~~~;;:~!rl 
Adams, 1. A. ( F l--------·--------------·-·-·------····------·----------------------------Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Adams, 1 ack A. (I I --------------·-·---·-·-··-··---------------------------State University, Iowa Citv 
Agan, Raymond J. (I) -------------------··--------------------·--------···-----------------Wayne, Nehrask~ 
Agersborg, H. P. K. (F) ____________ Agershorg Biological Laboratory, Centralia, Ill. 
Albert, W. E. ( F) ····-·--·-----------------------------------······-·············-··-··········--·---------------Lansing 
Albright, Ruth ( C) -----------------------------·------------·-···-···-·-·····-·-·········-State College, Ames 
Allbaugh, Enid Beth ( F, G) __ ----------------------------------------------·----·-···---------Dallas Centre 
Allbaugh, Robert D. (I) ----------------------·--------·······-····--·-············-·······-·--·St. Louis, Mo. 
Allegre, Charles F. (Fl----------------------------------··········Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Allen, R. Scott ( C l.------------------------------------·-------·······················-····State College, Ames 
Allen, R. Wayne ( C) ----------------------------------·-····-··-·······································-Des Moines 
Allen, Theodore ( F) ······-·····-·-·-·················-·-······--------------------------------········-·-Muscatine 
Allison, John E. ( F l-----·-···--·------------······-···-····------------Drake University, Des ;\foines 
Allphine, Dorothy Jane (F) ---·-·····--------········--------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Anderson, C. H. ] r. ( C) ·····---------------------·-···-------------------------------------·-·---·--·Maquoketa 
Anderson, E. W. (A) --------·······-------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Andreas, Burton G. (I) --------------------------------------------------------------------Rochester, N. Y. 
Apostle, II. George (A) ·····-------------------·---·--·-·------------------Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Appel, Julia S. ( G l--------·-····----------·-----------·-···-----------------State University, Iowa City 
Armacost, Richard ( G l------------------·-············-··---------------------------------Lafayette, Indiana 
Armstrong, Frederick C. ( F, G) ------------------··································Boulder, Colorado 
Arnold, L. K. .. ·-·-·-····-·-··-------------------------·-··-·-·-·-·····················-·-·-·····State College, Ames 
Aronoff, Samuel ( G) ·-----------------------------------·-····························--State College, Ames 
Aronson, 1 oab Klapp ( F) ---------------------------·-----····················---·--····-··----------··--··--Fayette 
Asprey, Winifred (A l--·-·--------------·---····-··--·---·-·--·-··-·················-····Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Augustine, D. W. ( G) ·-·---------------------·----------·······--·-··························Britton, So. Dak. 
Aumann, Barbara ( B) ··-·-·-------------------------------·······-··-----------··········Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 
Bacher, Paul H. ( C) -----·-··-----------------------------············-----·-·····-··---·--···----------Burlington 
Baenziger, N. C. (Cl--------------------------------------················--State University, Iowa City 
Bail Py, Mrs. David CF l------------------------------------------------------------------------Landowne, Pa. 
Bailey, Reeve M. (F) -------------------------·--------------------------------------Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Bailey, S. D. (Cl-----------------------···------------------------------------ ____________________ Landowne, Pa. 
Baird, Carroll W. (F, G l--------------------------------------- _______________________ Laramie, Wyoming 
Baker, Forrest ( E) --------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------Tipton 
Baker, H. T. ( C) --------······------------------------------------------------------Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Baldovinos, Gabriel ( G) ······--------------------------------------------------------·---C:hapingo, Mexico 
Balst~r. Clifford A. ( E) ···-----------------------------------------------------------------Denver, Colorado 
Bancroft, Theodore A. (Al---····----------·-···--·---------------------------------State College, Ames 
Barch, Abram M. (I >------------------------------------------·--····-····State University, Iowa City 
Barker, John ( F) -·-····----------------------------------------------··-··-···--··--····Florence, S. Carolina 
Barlow, Mrs. 1 ohn M. ( F) ---------------------------······-·······-···-······--·---·······--·--·-------Waterloo 
Barnard, Richard H. ( E) ·----------------------------···················-···-··············---Arlington, Va. 
Barry, David G. (Fl---------------------------------------·················State University, Iowa City 
Bass, Louis N. ( G) ·-------------------·-······--------------·················-···-·-·-···-State College, Ames 
Baumeier, Ario -------·-···-------------------------------------···············--Simpson College, Indianola 
Baxter, Richard (F) --------------------------------·-------····--·······-····-················-·-Mount Pleasant 
Beane, B. H. ( G) ····-··--------------------------------------·····--------························-········-La Grande 
Beatty, Maxine --------------------------------·-····-·····-····--·-··-----Drake University, Des Moines 
Beatty, Richard ( G) ---------------------------------------------------.Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Bechtoldt, Harold P. (I) -------------·-···-···--------------------------·-------···-·---------·········.Iowa City 
Beebe, J. M. ( G 1----------------··----------·-··········-·-----------------------------····-Richmond, Virginia 
Bell, I\ lax ( F, G l------------------------------------·-----------------------------------·---State College, Ames 
Bender, :'.\Iary Jane ( C) ·---------------------------------------------------Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Bennett, Harold D. ---··········-------·····-······--·-····-----·-··-·····-·-·-···-1\Iorgantown, West Va. 
Bensend Dwight W. ( G) ···---------·-·········-·····--------······---------·-------State College, Ames 
Benson, 'Edward ---------·-··---------------------·-············-----·-···-·······----------------··········Des Moines 
Benton, Arthur L. (IJ----·-···--···-·····--------------··················State University, Iowa City 
Berg, J. Robert ( E) ··------------------------------··-···-································-····Wichita, Kansas 
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~=~~~~h'a~~,~·i;~li:~ ··(·£·j·_·_·_·:_·_·_·:_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·:_-_-_-:_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:t~~-~---~~11-~-~ a~d~~ 
Bevis Donald 0. (F, G l----·····················-------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Bick~ell, Wm. S. (A l----···-----··------·------------··-··---------------------···------Willow Run, Mich. 
Bijjani, George Y. (Fl--------·---····----·-----------···-·-··University of Dubuque, Dubuque 
m:~~~~~;~'.~::(_~r:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i~i~~;r{e~~~rfr;~ 
Bliese, John C. W. (Fl .-------------······-----·-·····---····-··-···------·----····-··State College, Ames 
Block, Henry David (A l-----········---········----··--·-···--------······-···-----·---State College, Ames 
Blomquist, Harry M. ( F l----·······---------····--------····--------·---···---------·--····---------West U.nio.n 
Boardman, Donald C. (El---------···-·-···--········- -----------···---------··--·····---Wheaton, Illmo1s 
Bodman Sister Mary Cecilia (G l----···------···············--·-Mundelein College, Chicago 
~ff ~t~~~;i~ ~ i(~T-_:_::::_::::_::::::::_:::_:_::::_::::_::::_::_::::_:_:_::::::::::::_:::::::::::::~~~1~:-~~N7r~~~~: 
Bonner, Robert H. ( C) ______________________________________________________ Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Borstelmann, Lloyd 1. (I) ------------------------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Bortle, Frank E. (A) ········----------·-·······--···----·--···--··--····---·······------State College, Ame~ 
Bovee, Eugene ( Fl---·········------·-···-·····--------------·--·---·------····-··--San Luis Obispo, Calif. 
Bovis, Magdaline ( C) ·······-------·-···-···---·-····-·····----·---Briar Cliff College, Sioux City 
Boyce, H. H. ( C, B l--·-··--··········-·--········--·---·--···········------------------·--···--··--····Mason City 
Brandt, Stanley S. ( C) ·---·---···-····-···-····-----------·····-··--···-···-····---·····Richmond, Virginia 
Brennan, Patricia ( G l----------------··-··-----------········--------·····-----··········----Sioux City, Iowa 
Brierly, John M. ( C l----------------------------··--··-------······---------------------State College, Ames 
Brillhart, Dean Russell ( C) ··-····-·-····-------------····-·----··········----······---Providence, R. I. 
Brinkman, Kenneth A. ( G) ·--·-··--············-·····--·-·-········-------······--State College, Ames 
Brown, Bernice (Mrs. L. T.) (A l---···········-········-············-···-·····-·--··-···Venice, Calif. 
Brown, C. H·-···-·-··-·----·-·····----------------------·---·---·····-··--·-·······---······--State College, Ames 
Brown, Douglas Gay ( Fl----------------------------------------------------··------------------------------Algona 
Brown, George W. (Cl----···-·---·-·······----·········-···············--State University, Iowa City 
Brown, Judson S. (!)_ ___________________________________ ............... .State University, Iowa City 
Brown, Mabel Estelle (G l------------··------··-------·····-···-····-··-··-·-···-·---·····-------·---·---Clarinda 
Brown, William L. ( G) -------·····-----------------------···------·····-----····-···---····---1 olmston, Iowa 
Browning, James C. ( F) ------------------------------------------------------------1 r. College, Clarinda 
Brune, Irvin H. (A) ________________________________________ State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Bruning, Frank W. ( F, G) ----------------------···----------------------------··-·--·-····-------Spirit Lake 
Bruning, 1 ean (F, G) ·-·-··------------·-·--------·--··--·-----·-··--------··-----·····------·-------·---Spirit Lake 
Buckle•. Robert E. ( C l----·-------------------··--···--···--·-------·---State University, Iowa City 
Bulat, Thomas J. (G)_ _______________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Burch, William Paul (Fl --·-··-----···-----·-··-·----··-----·---------------·-------------------Mt. Pleasant 
Bureau, Alfred J. ( B) ··--·······-·--···--·---·-·-·---··---··---·----··-·---·--·----- State College, Ames 
Burns, Robert E. ( G) ----·-----------·-----------·--·-····--------------·-····--·-···Experiment, Georgia 
Burton, Verona Devine ( G) ----------------·---------------······-------------···-···-·····Mankato, Minn 
Busch, Carl R. (B) ----·-----------------------------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Byrd, Willis E. ( C) ·····-----·-·-----------------·-·---------------------·-···········-··-_Jefferson City, Mo. 
Cain, John B. (I) -------------·--·-------·----------------------·-······-Drake University, Des Moines 
Callahan, Robert E·---·-····------·-···--··-····-··-······-···-···-···········-····------------·-··-·-··-··--Dubuque 
Camp, Earl D. ( G l--·····-·--·-····----···-------····-·-----------------------------------·-····-_Lubbock, Texas 
Campanaro, Louis ( C l-------------------------------···---··-··-··-····--State University, Iowa City 
Campbell, C. B. ( E l---------------------·-···--··--·---·---·--------·--·-------·---------------------------Knoxville 
Canter, Arthur (I l-----------------···········-····-····--·-·····-···--···--·----·----------------------Chicago, II: 
Carlson, Anton Burchard ( C) ···---······-··-··-----····-·----··-·---------------State College, Ames 
Carlson, J. F. (B) ----------····-······---······-----···--··------·-------------····-·······--State College, Ames 
Carroll, Arthur G. ( G) ---···--·--------------------·····--·····--···----State University, Iowa City 
Carstensen, Edna (I) ···-·---··-----------········-··-··-·--·--···---···----Junior College, Mason City 
Carter, Thomas W. 1 r·----·----------------------·-····----··-------··--·-------·----····-····--Moline, Illinois 
Cavett, 1. W. ( C) ___ : ____________________________________________________________________________________ Charles City 
Champagne, Garth C. ( G) ····---···--·--------------·-··········--·····--·--···------State College, Ames 
Chehak, Milo A. ( C, 0) ------------·---·----··-·------··--··----·-------------·-·····--······--Cedar Rapids 
Cheng, Edmund Wei-kuang (\..;)_ ............................................... State College, Ames 
Chu, H. F. ( F J --------·---·-----·-·---·---····-··-·--···--·-----··-····--·······-·--·····-·---··--·---Peiping, Chin" 
Clapp, Philip Greeley ...... -----·····------------·-----------------------State University, Iowa City 
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Clare, Sister M. Francis (F)._ ________________________________ Mt. St. Clare College, Clinton 
Clark. John G. (1) ________________________________________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Clauson. L. F. (Fl--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kiron 
Cleary, Robert ( F, G) -----------------------------------------------------------------------------.Independence 
Clements, Jo Ann ( F, G )_ _________________ ------------- _ ------------- ___________ Des Moines 
Coe, l\lerlin D. ( B) _______________________________________________________ Jowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Coffev, George ( G) --------------------------- _ ---------------------------------------------.Detroit, Michigan 
Collinson, Charles W. ( E) ____________________________________________________________________ Champaign, Ill. 
Compton, Barbara ( C) ____________________________________________________ Simpson College, Indianola 
Conrlit. F. II. ______________________________________________________________________________ Wilmington, Delaware 
Conrarl. Karl L. (A)----------------------------------------------- ___________________ State College, Ames 
Conrey, Woodrow ( F) ----------------------------------------- ____ --------------------------------------.Fairfield 
Constable, Lamont (A) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mason City 
Cook, Howard L. (A l--------------------------------------------------------------------------Woodacres, Md. 
Cooper, Geo. R. ( G l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Orono, Maine 
~~~}~'. ~~nA.e\ ~ l _ (F) -_: ::::-_:::::::::::-_::::::~::::::: :·_-_::::::-_::::-_:·_-_:::::::::::::::·_-St~t-~--c~f i::e ~,\~=~ 
Cranch, John E. ( B) -------------------------------------------------------------------State College. Ames 
Creasy, William D. ( G) ------------------ ------------------ ______________ Huntington, West Virginia 
Crisler, Joseph P. (C) __________________________________________ Buena Vista College, Storm Lake 
Crosthwait, David N., Jr. (B, C) ________________________________________________ Michigan City, Ind. 
Crouthamel. Carl (C\.. __________________________________________________________ Elkins Park No. 17, Pa. 
Cummings. Harolrl W. ( E) ____________________________________________________________ East Berlin, Conn. 
Cuthbert, Mahe! _) arp1es (F, G l----------------------------------------------------Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 
Danforth, William F. ( F l--------------------------------------------------------------Los Angeles, Calif. 
Danielson, D. A. ( E) ------------------------------------------------------------------------New Orleans, La. 
Danielson, Gordon C. (B l------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Daum, Wanda L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------W aterloo-
Da vis, Arthur W. (A) -----------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Davis, Watson M. (A) ____________________________________________________ Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Deal, Glen A. (B) ________________________________________________________________________________________ Ames, Iowa 
Deam. Charles C.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bluffton, Indiana 
Deardorff, Dwie;ht L. (B, CJ ____________________________________________________________ River Forest, Ill. 
De Coursey. Weslev (Cl__ _________________________________________________ Jowa State College, Ame<> 
Deeds, Orville J. (Fl __________________ _______________ _ _ ___ ------------- _______ Cedar Rapids 
Deitrich. L. A-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bison, So. Oak. 
DeKalb, Francis (A)_ -------------- --------------------------- --------------------- __________________ _Fairfield 
DeNise. Richard P·---·---·------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
Denny, Wayne B. (B )__ _____________________________________________________ Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Denton, Ralph R. ( G) _________ --------------------------------------------------- .... State College, Ames 
Derhy, Barbara Coffman (F) _______ --------------------- __________________________________ Council Bluffs 
Dickey, IT arris E. (A J ------------------------------------------------------------------State College. Ames 
Dietz, S. M. ( G) ________________________________________________________________________________ Corvallis, Oregon 
Dixon, Howard R. (E l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ames, IOwa 
Dodd, John D. ( G l------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames Dorlge, A. F. ( G) __________________________________________________________________________ State College, Amtes 
Dolanrl, D. F. (Il ____________________ ----------------------- ___ ------------- ___ New York, N. Y. 
Dorheirn, Fred H. (EI ----------------- ______________________ --------------- _ _ _____ Cedar Rapirls 
Domna, Wallace ( l ) --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- _________________ CJ in ton 
Downing, Wm. L. (F l----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Dreier. Wm. H. (I) _______________________________________ .State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Dresser, Harold E·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
Duncan, Dwyer (l) ------------------------ _ ------------------ ---- - ______________________ (:laremont, Calif. 
Dunnam. E. W. (F) ---------------------------------------------------------------·----------------Leland, Miss. 
Dysinger, Dale W. (I l-----------------·----------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Eames, Edward 1. ( E l--------------------------------------------------------------------W ashington, D. C. 
Earls, Lester T. (B l--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Easker, David G. (E) __________________________________________________________________________ Shreveport, La. 
Easterly, Nathan Wm. ( G) ______________ ---------------------- -------------------------Cleveland, Ohio· 
Eastman, J. W·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
Erlgecombe, S. W. (G l------------------------------------------------------------------------------Logan, Utah 
Edwina, Sister Mary (B l--------------------------------------------St. Joseph Academy, Dubuque-
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Eiben, Carl H. (F) ------------·-······---·---·-----.. -----------------------Wartburg College, Waverly 
Eiser, Arthur L. (G l--------------------·-----------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Elefson, Donald E. (Fl---···········-·-··-·-·------------------------------------······---·-··········Des Moines 
Ellerhoff, M. A. ( G) ····-·------·-------·-··-·------------------Conservation Comm., Des Moines 
Elliott, Eugene W. (G) ·--·-·------------···--------------------------------------·--······Billings, Montana 
Ellis, Douglas S. (I) ··-------·-·-··---·-·······------------------------------------·····State College, Ames 
Ellison, Frank 0. ( C) -··--·-----·-···-····--···------------------------------------·-·---State College, Ames 
Elmslie, James (CJ ------·--··-··-·-···········-----·--------------------------Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Elwood, P. H. ( G l----------------------·-·---···-··-·······-········-----·····-·····--·-----··-·-Tuscon, Arizona 
English, Thomas Saunders ( F) ---···-···-·············-··-·······-··---·····------Seattle, Washington 
Enzmann, Ernest V. (F) __________________ .......................................... -----·-···---···Des Moines 
Epstein, Jack ( C) _______________________ -------··-·--·-···-·····-··-··-··-----State University, Iowa City 
Erickson, John W. ( El------·-·--·---------··-·····-·-··----------------···-····----------Casper, Wyoming 
Ervin, Marion Delroy ( G l-------------------···--·-···-··-·------·-····--State University, Iowa City 
Estee, Charles E. ( C) ----------------------·-·-······-·-·--·-·--·····················Vermillion, So. Dakota 
Everson, Gladys ( C >--------------------------··-··-·--·-··-···-····················----State College, Ames 
Eyring, LeRoy (C) ........................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Faber, Lester F. (Fl--------······-·--------------------------------State Cons. Comm., Des Moines 
Fackler, Walter V. Jr. (C). ................ ___________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Fagen, Robert 0. ( C) ·-·-------·-····-·--···---------------------------------Still College, Des Moines 
Farber, I. E. (l). ___________________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Farley, W. W. III (B) ·-·-····--······-···-----··---····------·------------------···--·····-······Cedar Rapids 
Farrell, James V. (F, G l.--·-····--····-···-·---------------State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Farrier, Maurice H. (Fl----·--·-·----·-·--·------------------------------------------------------·····--·--Brighton 
Farrow, Wendell M. (G) ________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Fay, Marcus J. (G l---··---------·-···-·-······-······-·····················-State University, Iowa City 
Feaster, J. F. ( C) --···----------------···-··-·-················-·-·-·····-··-·-······----------Elmhurst, Illinois 
Fell, David A. ( C) ---··-------------··--·-··---······-·········-·-·······-···--······-------·-----··----Chicago, Ill. 
Ferris, Dean H. (F) ·-·-·-··------------·-----···---·········-·-·····-······Graceland College, Lamoni 
Feyerherm, Arlin M. (A) ---------------·-··-··-----·--······-·····················----State College, Ames 
Feyerherm, H. A·-----------------·-·-··---·-·--·····································--·-------------·---De Kalb, Ill. 
Fields, Edwin M. ( G l-----··-·-·-··-·----·---············-----········-·---State University, Iowa City 
Firkins, B. J. ( C) --------------------------------······-············-····-···-··--·····--·---State College, Ames 
Fletcher, Lyle R. ( E) -·------------·-··-·--·---··········-··-·----·········-········-----Bowling Green, Ohio 
Flickinger, V. W. (Fl---··--···-----·········--------------·----···---------------··-·-·-·-----Columbus, Ohio 
Foster, Joseph F. ( C) ____________________________________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Fowler, George R. ( Fl---·--······-···----·---·----------------------------------···--State College, Ames 
Fox, Gerald W. (B l------·····-·-·--··---·-------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Frazer, Glen E. (C) ....................... _. __________________________ Jowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
French, Dexter ( C) ·-·-·--·-·---··---·-····-··---------------------------------·-·---·---State College, Ames 
Frey, Richard E. (!) ______________________ ,, ______________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Freyermuth, H. B. (Cl ··-·--------··---·--·------------------------------------------·--···---------··Easton, Pa. 
Froeschner, Richard C. (Fl--------------------------------------------------····--State College, Ames 
Fronk, W. Don (F) --------------------·--------····-······-··-······················------State College, Ames 
Furgal, Henry P. ( C l-------------------·---·-···········-··-·-····------·-····---------·------------Chicago, Ill. 
Galloway, J. Earle ( C) ··----------------------·--·····················Drake University, Des Moines 
Gamble, Pete (A) --------------·-·-----------·--···-···-········-·-··-·-·-·-·------·-------State College, Ames 
Gardner, R. Wayne (A) -····-·-·--·-----·-·····················-···Drake University, Des Moines 
Garner, H. Filmore (El----·--·-·---------·········-·····-·-···········State University, Iowa City 
Gaskell, Robert E. (A) --·-·----------------···-···--·----·-····-·-······-·······--------------Bellevue, Wash. 
Getty, Russell E. ( G) -------------------·--···--·----························-·····------State College, Ames 
Giese, Henry ( B) ·-------------------·--·--------·····--···--······-··········-·-·-····------State College, Ames 
Gilkey, Arthur K. (El----·--···-·-·----····---------------------------·-·--··---·--·---·-·-New York, N. Y. 
·Gilkey, H. J. (A, B, E) -··---·-·-··-------···-------------------------------------··-····State College, Ames 
Gillaspy, Carrie C. (I) _______________________________________________________ Still College, Des Moines 
Gilman, Richard E. ( F) -··-·---·······-··--------------------------------------··------·---Chillicothe, Ohio 
(~lasgow, Thomas R. ( F) ····-···---------------------------------------------·--·--··-·-·-··-·-····-··-··-··Mil ton 
Gleekman, Lewis W. ( C) ···-·--··--·---·--··------------- --------------------···---·-Newark, Delaware 
G 1 o tf el ty, John ·-··--········---··-·-····-·-··------ __ ---------- ________ -----·-·---·--···-····---····-·············Ba ta via 
Goggin, J. G .................................... _____________________ ,, ____ St. Ambrose College, Davenport 
Goggin, Phoebe T·--------·--··-·····---·-··----···············-·······-··················-·State College, Ames 
Goldberg, Yale (A) ----·-·-·-····-···--·--·-····:·················-·········-·········--··-··-··--·-····Des Moines 
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·Goldsmith, Wm. M. ( G) ·-----------·---------------·-------.. ·-------------------------------Tampa, Florida 
·Goleman, D. Lyle ( Fl--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
·Goode, Delmar T. ( C l----------------------------------------------------Graceland College, Lamoni 
Goodland, Ruth L. ( C) ----------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Goodman, John ( F, G) ------------------------------------------------------------------------Redlands, Calif. 
Goodsell, Samuel F. ( G l--------------------------------------.. --------------------------------------Des Moines 
Goodwin, Carol May ( F) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
Goulden, Leo E. ( G) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Davenport 
Gowan, Arthur M. (A, !). ___________________________ , _______________________________ State College, Ames 
Gowen, J. W. ( 0) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Grace, Gloria I. Lauer (I l------------------------------------------------------------------------Urbana, Ill. 
Granberg, Chas. Boyd ( C l----------------------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Grant, Barbara Jean----------------------------------------------------Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Grant, Dorothy S-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cedar Falls 
Gray, Warren W. ( E l------------------------------.. -----------------.. ·--------------------New Orleans, La. 
Green, Gene Guinn ( F) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bettendorf 
Green, Harry E. ( C) --------------------------------------------------------------.. --------------------Charles City 
Green, Robert Wood ( B) ------------------------------------Morningside College, Sioux City 
Greenlee, John A. (I) --------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Greischar, Henry ( B l----------------------.. ------------------------St. Ambrose College, Davenport 
Griffin, Stanley ( C) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.. Des Moines 
Grimsal, Edward G. ( B l--------------------------------------------------------------------Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Gross, George L. (A, B) ----------------------------------------------------------------Huntington, N. Y. 
Gross, Noel H. ( 0 l----------------------------------------------------------------------Frederick, Maryland 
Gruber, F. F. (B, C) ------------------------------------------------------------------------.. ·-----------------Carroll 
Grumbach, Leonard (Fl-----------------------------------------------.. -----Still College, Des Moines 
Gunderson, Harold ( F) ----------------------------------.. ·-----------------------------State College, Ames 
Gundy, Glen V. ( C l--------------------------------------------------------------------Platteville, Wisconsin 
Gwinn, Ira J. ( B) ----------------------------------------------------Morningside College, Sioux City 
Hackbarth, Winston ( G) --------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Hacskaylo, John ( G l--------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Hagelberg, Ray R. ( C) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Muscatine 
Hagen, Vern ( F) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Oakes, N. Dak. 
Haines, A. L----------------------------·---------------------------------------------------Yermillion, S. Dakota 
Halbur, Lorraine ( G) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.Iowa City 
Hall, Wade E.----------------------------------------------------------------------Parsons College, Fairfield 
Hall, Wayne C. ( G l----------------------------------------------------------------College Station, Texas 
Hamilton, Charles E. (I) ----------------------------------------------------------------Missoula, Montana 
Hamilton, 1 ohn Meachum ( F, G) --------------------------------Park College, Parkville, Mo. 
Hammer, A. J. (B, C, El------------------------------------------------------------Bowling Green, Ohio 
Hammond, George S. ( C) ------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Hammond, W. E. (Fl--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Haner, C. F. (I l----------------------------------------------------------------Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Hanna, Calvin ( C) ------------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Hannum, T. E. (I l------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Hansen, Harold W. ( G l--------------------------------------------------------------------Northfield, Minn. 
Hansen, John F. (Fl.---------------------------------------University of Mass., Amherst, Mass. 
Hansen, Robert H. ( C l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Davenport 
Hansen, Theodore K. ( F) ------------------------------------------------Simpson College, Indianola 
Hanson, Durwin M. (I) ----------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Harber, William I. ( C) ----------------------------------------------------------------------Chicago, Illinois 
Harding, Delma E. ( F) ----------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Harkness, Stuart F. ( F) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
Harlan, James R. ( F) --------------------.. ----------------------Conservation Comm. Des Moines 
Harrison, Harry M. (Fl------------------------------------State Conservation Comm., Madrid 
Harvalik, Z. V. (B l-------------------------------------------------------------------.Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Hatt in, Donald E. ( E) ------------------------------------------------------------------------Lawrence, Kansas 
Hawkins, Helen W·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Waterloo 
Hazlet, Stewart E. ( C) -----------------------------------.State College, Pullman, Washington 
Heezen, Bruce C. ( E) ------------------------------------------------------------------------Palisades, N. Y. 
Heidel, Robert H. ( B l--------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Heifner, J. B·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Waterloo 
Helmick, Dorothy H. ( F) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
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Helmick, Ruth W. (F) ................................................ Drake University, Des Moines 
Helmstadter, Gerald C. (I) ............................................................ State College, Ames 
~~~d~!~:~: r:~~aw.\A":"i3")"::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~: .. ~~:1:~ 
Henderson, John H. Jr. (B) ............................................................. Chicago, Illinois 
Hendricks, Herbert E. (E) ............................................ Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Henry, Boyd (A) ................................................................ Parsons College, Fairfield 
Herndon, Eleanore (0 l---··--···············-···--·-----·······-·--····---------Anthony, New Mexico 
Herrmann, Jr. Arthur (F, G L .................................. Drake University, Des Moines 
Hertel, Elmer W. (F) .................................................... Wartburg College, Waverly 
Herwig, Lloyd 0. (B) ..... ------------------·------------------···················---State College, Ames 
Herwig, Milton ( C) ............ -------------- --············-------······································---- .Riceville 
Hewitt, E. A. (C, F) .................................................................. State College, Ames 
Hicks, Ellis A. (F, G) .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Higgs, Charles L. ( C) ................................................. .Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Hixon, R. M. ( C) -----············-············-·-·············-··-·-····················----State College, Ames 
Hjort, Lillian V ·-----------------···········-·····················--············································Oskaloosa 
Hodges, James ( F) ----·········································-·····················-------················Davenport 
Hoffman, Glenn L. (F) ........................................................ Grand Forks, N. Dakota 
Hoffman, Paul F. (G) .......... --------------···········-························- ............. Urbana, Ill. 
Hoffman, Tice ( C) -········-----------------------------······-··--··································Maywood, Ill. 
Holcomb, Gordon J. (C) ................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Holstege, Martin (A) ............................................................... Central College, Pella 
Honma, Minoru ( C) ····························---·-·-·····-·····--······----------····San Francisco, Calif 
Hoppe, Donald A. (!) ................................................................... State College, Ames 
Horick, Paul J. (E) ........................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Hoslett, Sherman A. (F) .................................................... Luther College, Decorah 
Ifoxmeier, Sister Mary Claire (G ). ....................... Briar Cliff College, Sioux City 
Hubbard, Earl D. (G) ........................................................................................ Grinnell 
Hudson, Mrs. James E. (I) ······················-----································-----------·····.Iowa City 
Hug, Daniel H. (0) ........................................................................ State College, Ames 
Huke, Frank ( C) ·························-·······-------------········-----------·-··········---New York, N. Y. 
Humke, Marvin G. ( C) .................................................... Parsons College, Fairfield 
Hummel, John Philip ( C) ................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Humphrey, Sidney Bruce (B) ................................ _ ........................ Joliet, Ill. 
Hurley, Herbert T. (A, B) .................................... Grand View College, Des Moines 
Hussey, Keith M. (E) .................................................................. State College, Ames 
Hutchinson, Ernest A. (I) ________ .............................................. Los Angeles, California 
Irwin, Orvis C. (I) ............................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Jacobsen, R. S. (A)······-·········-----·--···················-················ Luther College, Decorah 
Jacobson, N. L. (A) ···-·····-------------·-·--····-·-·······-----··········Graceland College, Lamoni 
Jam es, William J. ( C) ... : ........................................................... State College, Ames 
Jaroslow, Bernard N. (F) ........................................................................ Chicago, Ill. 
Jeffords, Russell l\L (E) ............................................ Geological Survey, Iowa City 
Jenkinson, Lewis F. ( E) ................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Jenness, J. R. ( B) ..... ___ --·········-·········-·············---·-··············Parsons College, Fairfield 
j ~h~:~' I~rN.n 1 ~ ~~:::.·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_·_·::.·_-_-_-_-_·_·::.·.·:_·_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_··:· _ _-_-_·_·_-_-_-_-_·:_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_···_-_-_-_·_~t~te_ (~~~t~~' Ao hf~ 
{ ~~~~~~: i.ltr re ic ~)_ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::s~~~~e g:N:::: ~~:: 
Johnson, Ralph W. (A) ................................................................ State College, Ames 
Johnson, Robert Gudwin ( C) ..................................... --···-·--·····State College, Ames 
Johnston, John L. ( F) ........................................... ----·····-···· ................ Kirksville, Mo. 
Jolliff, Carl R. ( F) ....................................................................... Hastings, Nebraska 
Jorda!, Herlwrt B. (A) ·························-········-···········------·-··············Des Moines, Iowa 
J uni, R. B......................................... . .................................. Still College, Des Moines 
Kai denberg, George E. (A) ....................................................... State College, Ames 
Kammermeyer, Karl (C) ............................................................ State College, Ames 
Kaplan, Lawrence (G) .................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Kearney, Dora E. (A) ·······-·-·········-·····················-·····················----·····Holcombe, Wisc. 
Keasling, Hugh I!. ( C) ................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Kehres, Paul W. (B, CL. ......................... ..., ...................................... Milwaukee, Wisc. 
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Keizer, Clifford R. (C) ............................................................ Central College, Pella 
Keller, Robert E. (C) ........................................................................ Philadelphia, Pa. 
Kellogg, Leonard F. ( G) ............................................................ State College, Ames 
Kerr, K. B. (C, Fl ....................................................................................... Charles City 
Kessel, Richard ( C) ............................................................ Parsons College, Fairfield 
Ketman, Henry James (B) .......................................................................... Des Moines 
Kil dee, H. H. ( C, Fl .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Kimberly, Paul E. (F) ................................................................................ Des Moines 
Kime, D. 0. (B) ................................................................ Westmar College, Lel\Iars 
Kimpston, Lois .................................................................................................. Waterloo 
King, E. S. Jr. (El.. .......................................................................... New Orleans, La. 
Kitts, Warren D. (C) .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Kjerland, R. N. (I) ........................................................................................ Ames, Iowa 
Knipp, J. K. ( B) ............................................................................ State College, Ames 
Koehler, Austin ( B) ................................................... .Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Kraemer, Richard H. (Cl ........................................................................................ Alta 
Krezek, K. M. (F). ................................................... State Cons. Comm., Des Moines 
Kucera, Clair L. (G) .................................................................... Columbia, Missouri 
Kung, Jo-fen (C) ........................................ Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 
Kunzman, Charley B. (F, G) .............................................................................. Selma 
Ky!, George .................................................................................................... Bloomfield 
LaBlanc, Robert H. ( F) ................................................................................ Des Moines 
I .affoon, Jean ................................................................................ State College, Ames 
LaGrange, W. F. (Fl .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Lambert, J. L. (E) ··································--·-···--·------------State University, Iowa City 
Lambert, Robert J. (A) ·---·-·······--··--·-·················-··--··--·-·-·---··-----·-Washington, D. C. 
Lancaster, Roland K. ( C) --·-·---·-·······--·-·····---------------------·Parsons College, Fairfield 
Lane, Charles W. (E).. .......... ---·-----·-·-----·-···----------------Geological Survey, Iowa City 
Lane, George ( C) ·----·-·····---·--·-----··-···-···-···-··········--···---·-·····Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Langenfeld, N. M. ( F) ·---·--······---········-···-····-········-·-·-···-··--·-·········--·--------·-·Moline, Ill. 
Langenhop, C. E. (A l. ....................................................................... Princeton, N. J. 
Laslett, L. Jackson (B l---·-···---·-·········----·-··········-·--------·-·-·------···-·State College, Ames 
Latta, Phyllis ( F, G) ····--------·-·----··--·-···--------·-··············-----·-····---·----·-···-····-··-·Grand view 
Lawson, F. Douglass ( C l-----·-···-···-···----·-················----·-·-Parsons College, Fairfield 
Laycock, Byron (F) ............................................................ Still College, Des Moines 
Leach, Raymond L. (I) ·-·-------------·-···---·-····-···-········-Drake University, Des Moines 
Leatherby, Albert L. (A) ........................................... .Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Leaverton, Paul (F, G) ............................................ Conservation Comm., Indianola 
Lebo, Dell (I) ·----------······---------··--··--·-·---·-········--·-···-·-·-·················-Tallahassee, Florida 
Legvold, Sam ( B) -·-·----·-·····---·-·········--··--·-·····------·-···--···-···-··---·-·-State College, Ames 
Lentz, Paul L. ( G) --·-·------------------·-·--------·-·····--·-···------------·------------·-··---Beltsville, Md. 
Leyendecker, P. J. ( C l--------------------------·-·--···-·------·-···---·-State College, New Mexico 
Lickliker, Leslie L. ( F) ·-----------------------·--···-·-·------·-···-···············-·--·-·-·-··-······Storm Lake 
Lilly, J. H. ( F) ---······-------------------------·-·····--·-·--····--·-·······-------·-·--·State College, Ames 
Lind, E. F. (G L----------------·-··----------···-···-····-·-··················---·-········-State College, Ames 
Lindahl, Clarence H. (A l---·····---·-·········--·-·-·····--·-·········-----·-·-·-·-·State College, Ames 
Livengood, Glen R. (F) ·-·-----·-·-------·-·--··--·······-----·Grand View College, Des Moines 
Lloyd, William ( B) -----------·---·-···············---··-···-····-···-·----···········----------·-·--·;······Ottumwa 
Lockridge, Lowell ( C l------------------·-·····--·-·---·-·-··-···-········---·--···········--·-·-··-··Des Moines 
Logan, Frank A. (I l-------------·-··------·-··················-···-·-····State University, Iowa City 
Lommasson, Robert C. ( G) ---·----------·-············--------·-····-·····--·······-·-Lincoln, Nebraska 
Lorenzen, R. N. ( G) ·-------·····-···---·-········-·············---···-···-··········---Seattle, Washington 
Lott, Fred W. Jr. (A) .................................... State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Lotz, E. P. ( F) ---·-······--------·-·-···-·····--·--········------·--··--------·----------······--··-·--·-·----Burlington 
Lovell, George D. Ol-----·-·---·---··------·-·-···--·-···---·--·---·-·-···-·Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Lowe, C. B. (B l---··--------------·-·······-·-··-··----·-········-···-----------------·Rapid City, S. Dakota 
Lowell, Keith (El.. ........................... -·---·-···--------···········-·---·-·····----·-·Kansas City, Mo. 
Lowy, Bernard (G l----·-·----------·---------·--·-·····------·-···----·---State University, Iowa City 
Lugn, Alvin L. Jr. (B l------------·---·-··········-··--·-·---·--------·-Simpson College, Indianola 
Lull, William A. (A, B) ----------------·-·----··---·-·--·-·-···-----·-·--Coe College, Cedar Rapids 
Lyon, Howard ( C) ·-·----------·-············--······-·--·---·-·-·--------------------Jr. Coll., Orange City 
Lysenko, Michael G. (F l--------------------------------·--·------------------------Madison, Wisconsin 
McAllister, Dorothy (I) ................. -----------------·-···---------State University, Iowa City 
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McClelland, Jam es (A) -------·-·····------------·-·------------···············----·-San Francisco, Calif. 
McClure, Franklin E. ( E) -········-·-----------------···-·················-----------------------·····---Clarinda 
McClure John H. (Cl ...... ----------········------------········----------------Wilmington, Delaware 
McCollu~1, Clifford ( B) ······-------···············----------------Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
McCoy, James E. (I) --------------·-······-·························--·-····--······-·State College, Ames 
McDill, Robert L. ( G) ····--··········------·········-··················--·-··········State College, Ames 
McCreary, E. J. ( C l--····-······--------------------······-·-····--------------------·-····Bartlesville, Okla. 
McCreight, Robert W. ( C l-----·-·······--···········-------------------------Central College, Pella 
McCulloh, K. E. ( C l------------··--·····················---------···-·····State University, Iowa City 
McDermott, Robert E. ( G) ·······-·-------·-·········----··-······---···--Durham, North Carolina 
McDonald, Malcolm (Fl----·····-···--------------------·········-·········--·······---Schenectady, N. Y. 
McGrath, Kathryn G. (I) ··-----------·--·-···-----------------------·--·----------------Richmond, Calif. 
McGuire, Willis C. ( F) ----------------------···········-···---------------------···---------------Charles City 
McHugh, Richard B. (I l---·············-············------·-------------·-·········State College, Ames 
Mcilrath, Wayne ( G) --------········------------··········-···············-------- ....... _________ Chicago, Ill. 
Mcintosh, Lois A. (F) ----------------------···---------------------------------------------------Rockwell City 
McKay, Francis ( F) --------·-············--·-······-·············--------------Buckroe Beach, Virginia 
McLaughlin, K. F. (A, B, CI ................................................................ Annapolis, Md. 
l\foLaughlin, Sister M. Aquinas (I) -----------------·············--Mt. St. Francis, Dubuque 
McMillan, Phyllis Gardner (G l--------------------------------------------------------Berkeley, Calif. 
McNelly, George W. (I) .............................................................. State College, Ames 
Mc Quigg, 1 ames D. (A, B) ---------------------------------------------------················-····Des Moines 
MacGaw, B. K. (E) ·---------------------------------------------------------------------Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Madden, Kenneth M. (F) ____________________________________ Conservation Comm., Des Moines 
Mallory, H. Dean ( C) -------------------------------------------------····---------------Silver Spring, Md. 
Mandas, 1 ohn N. ( C) --------·------·---------------------------···············------------------East Alton, III. 
Mannion, Jam es ( C) ---------·-·····································----·-···---···--------------·······Perry, Ohio 
Marcus, Arnold D. ( C l----·----------·-····-·····------------------·Drake University, Des Moines 
Marquardt, D. N. (Cl-----------------------··-----------State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Marts, Ralph 0. ( G l------------····----------·-·--················-······----·-······--Madison, Wisconsin 
Marvin, I. R. (I)·------------ ·------·----------------------------····------------------------State College, Ames 
Matala, Dorothy Miller ( F) -------------------··-------------------Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Mathers, Carol K. ( F) ·-------------------··········-·--·······--···-···-···-----------------·--·--Marshalltown 
Matlack, George ( C l--------------------------------------------------------Los Alamos, New Mexico 
Matsui, George H. (F, G l----·········---·---------------·-------Drake University, Des Moines 
Matthews, John M. ( E) ----------------------------------------------------------------------Houston, Texas 
Matzke, Harold W. (Cl-----------------·······-····---··--···----.Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Maurer, John E. ( C) -------------------······-------------------------·········------···--····East Moline, Ill. 
Maxwell, Bruce W. (E) ···············---··-·········-·-·········-··--·State University, Iowa City 
Maxwell, Richard E. (CJ -------------·-··--------------------------------··--------·----Detroit, Michigan 
Meier, l\Iark F. ( E) ····------·----------------···-····-------------·-------State University, Iowa City 
Meier, Sister Mary Paul, O.S.B. (F) ...... ______________ Sacred Heart Convent, Spencer 
Melampy, Robert M. (Fl--------------·-··--·········--··---------------------------State College, Ames 
Meloy, Robert ( F l-----·--······-···-·-·········----····-··-···----------------------------------··-------Sioux City 
Merkle, Paul A. ( C l----------------------·-------------------···-·-------Simpson College, Indianola 
Mertz, Laverne Roy ( C l-------·----------------·-····--········Buena Vista College, Storm Lake 
Meyer, Alfred W. ( B) ---···············--·-·····---------·-------·-------Coe College, Cedar Rapids 
Miller, C. Don (F)__ ______________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Miller, Gilbert E. (I) ······-·····------------··-·······----··------·------·--·-------·---State College, Ames 
Miller, Harry K.--·--------------------------------·------------·-···-··------------------···········--·····Centerville 
Miller, Herbert C. (C). .... ·-······--·····-················---·--·-·-.lowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Miller, Robert C. (C) ................ ·-·-·······---------·--·----··-·----------------Wahiawa, Oahu, T. H. 
Miller, S. Porter .. ----------------······----------------···························-----------Monmouth, Illinois 
Mills, Harlan D. (A l-------------·-----------------------------------········--··-------State College, Ames 
Mills, Howa_rd L. ( G l--------·--··------·----···--------------------····State University, Iowa City 
Millspaugh, Dick D. (F) ·-·······--·-··-·-········-----------······.Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Minnick, E. R-----------------·-·------·--·---------···········------····-·-----------------------------------Des Moines 
Mobberley, David 0. (F, G l---------------·········-·-··--------------·Simpson College, Indianola 
Moen, Tom (F, G) -------·----------·--·-·-----------··································-····--·---------·.Spirit Lake 
Moon, M. P. ( G, 0 l---··········------------------------····--------------------Still College, Des Moines 
Mooney, Russell ( E l------------·--------------------·····-···--········----------···--··---Washington, D. C. 
Moorman, Robert ( Fl----------·---------------·······---------········-····--······-·-State College, Ames 
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Morehouse, N. F. (Fl-............... __________ ------------------- _________________________________ Charles City 
~~~;iii'.' ~h~ri(c )~~-l_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~-~-::~'.~i~~r~id~~u!f{ 
~~~~~s!~\irihfu::!r ~)(F)-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i\i~~:~eb,pll~~ 
Mortimore, Roy H. ( B) ______________________________________________________________________________________ Lamoni 
Mouw, Ralph J. (A l------------------------------------------------------------1 r. College, Orange City 
Moyer, J. Fred ( G) ----------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Mueller, Jack ( E) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Burlington 
Muhly, H. T. (A) ____________________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Mulsow, Frederick W. (0) ____________________________________________________________________ Cedar Rapids 
Murray, C. Richard (E)__ __________________________________________________________ U. S. G. S., Iowa City 
Neidt, Charles 0. (0) ____________________________________________________________________ Lincoln, Nebraska 
Nelson, Charles H. ( G) ________________________________________________________ East Lansing, Michigan 
Nelson, Harry Jr. ( C) ________________________________________________ Drake University, Des Moines 
Nelson, H. L. ( F) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Worcester, Mass. 
Nibaur, Jerome J. ( C) ________________________________________ Buena Vista College, Storm Lake 
Nichols, Daryl G. (I) __________________________________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Nichols, Robert T. ( B) ________________________________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Nicholson, Sally J. (F) ________________________________________________________________________________ Des Moines 
Nickerson, J. PauL _______________________________________________________________________________________ Des Moines 
N om sen, Richard ( F, G) ----------------------------------------------------------------- _________________ Hampton 
Norgaard, Gunnar ( E) _______________________________________ Jowa Geological Survey, Iowa City 
Norman, A. G. ( C, 0) ________________________________________________________________ Frederick, Maryland 
Norris, Ted ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Audubon 
Northup, Richard C. (E) ________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Norton, C. DeWitt (!)__ _______________________________________________ Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Nydegger, LeRoy B. (F) ________________________________________ Morningside College, Sioux City 
Oberg, Edwin N. (A) ____________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Ohlsen, John E. (F)__ ______________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Okezie, Okogbue (F) ______________________________________________ Wesleyan College, Mt. Pleasant 
Olsen, John F. Jr. (F, G l----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Altoona 
Olsen, Marvin N. (B l----------------------------------------------------------------------------Aurora, N. Y. 
Olson, Geo. (I) ____________________________________________________________ Drake University, Des Moines 
Olson, Raymond H. ( C) ______________________________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Olson, Victor J. ( G, E) -----------------------------------···--------------------------------------Cedar Rapids 
Oppenheimer, Peter ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wilmette, Ill. 
Ortmeyer, Dale H. (I) ________________________________________________________________________ New York, N. Y. 
Osburn, James 0. ( C) ________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Ostergaard, Soren K. ( B) ----------------------------------------------------------·-----------Winnetka, Ill. 
Otto, Edna Hartmann------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fort Dodge 
Paleg, Leslie ( G) ------------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Palmer, Edward Charles (I) ----------------------------------------------------------------·-------Sioux City 
Palmer, Harris A. (E l------------------------------------------------------Parsons College, Fairfield 
Palmer, Lulu (I l----------------------------------------------------------------------'\fontgomery, Alabama 
Palubinskas, Alice L. (I) ____________________________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Panzeco, Wilhelmina ( B) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ottumwa 
Paris, Clark D. ( G l--------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------Lompoc, Calif. 
!1~j~~~~~~~~,(~;{(:ji\(:~-I; \~j~\,~f "~~tf ~j~ 
Penr~d, Mabel (A l------------------------------------------------William Penn College, Oskaloosa 
Perisho, F. W. (A, B, C l-----------------------------·----------------------------------Lincoln, Nebraska 
Peters, Edward M. ( C l----------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Peters, Edwin F. (I) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
Peterson, Harold D. ( E) -------·----------------------------------------------------------Portland, ·Oregon 
Peterson, Hjalmer V. ( Cl---------------··----------------·----------·-----------------------------Mason City 
Peterson, 0. H. (0 l------------·-····--······------·-------·-················-···--------·---·······-Charles City 
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f ~~f i~~Pi~1iE/;-~:n~:'.::::::::: .. :::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:: ... ::::::::~~~~-;~~~;~-~~tl:{ 
Picklum, Warren E. (G) ................... ··-·-·-·············--·-·····--·-···········State College, Ames 
Pierre, W. H. ( C) ···················-····················-··-···-·······················-·-·State College, Ames 
Plank, Isa Ruth (B, C) ................................................ Wm. Penn College, Oskaloosa 
~l~~zkn~it,\viJ"ii~~ iC"(C"i::·.::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::··_·_·_:·.·_::::::~r-a~~l-~-n-~-~~~ef~'r~,"aN.oy~ 
Pohl Richard W. (G) .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Pon~ck, Esther C. (I) ----------··············-·················-·-····················---Mechanicsville, Pa. 
Popov, Alexander ( C) ·····················-························---···State University, Iowa City 
Poppy, Willard J. (B) .................................... State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Porges, Nandor ( C) .----············-············---···· ................................ Philadelphia, Pa. 
Porter, T. Wayne (F) .................................................................. State College, A_mes 
Postlethwait, S. N. (G) .................................................................. Lafayette, Indiana 
Pottebaum, Sister M. Edward (C) ............................ Briar Cliff College, Sioux City 
Potter, Albert ( G) ....................................................... Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Prengenzer, M. Gerrels (F) ............................................................. Willcox, Arizona 
~~:~to~~~r~·er\~~ ·w::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::w;~~e~k~~1fi¥~:i~ 
Price, H. Vernon (A) .................................................... University High, Iowa City Prokopiv, Eva (G) ....... : ............................................................................ Bronx, N. Y. 
Pyle, Zoula Pauline (F) .................................................. State University, Iowa City 
Ou alley, Albert 0. (A) .......................................................................... Farnhamville 
Rabideau, Sherman W. (C) ............................................ Los Alamos, New Mt:xico 
Ragab, Mahmond A. (G) ............................................. State University, Iowa City 
Ralston Jr. Furman Paul (F, G) ................................................................... Knoxville 
Ramsey, F. K. ( F) ··············-----·-··-······-·-····--·-------·······--------------------State College, Ames 
Raun, Earle S. (F) ········-·····································----·····················--State College. Ames 
Redlinger, Leonard (Fl ··-·-···--·-························-·················-·-····-··Manhattan, Kansas 
Reece, Oscar E. ( G) ······················--·--·----········State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Rice, Verne J. (Fl.. .......................................................................... Oak Park, Illinois 
Richards, Wilfred G. (E) ........ ·············-················---·Drake University, Des Moines 
Richardson, Charles J. (Fl. ...................................................... State College, Ames 
Riecken, Frank (C) ........................ ---·····-·········-·-··············-·······-----State College, Ames 
Rigler, Kellam (A) ······-··-···········································------------·····----·····-·-··-·--Greenfield 
Rise, Perbert E. (Cl.. ............................................. Drake University, Des Moines 
Ritland, Lloyd (A, B l.. ...... --------------------····-····---Grand View College, Des l\foines 
Roberts, George L. (Cl--·-·····-··············-··· ................................ Lexington, Kentucky 
Roberts, W. H. (I) .................................................... Morningside College, Sioux City 
Robertson, George M. (F, El.. ...................................... Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Robertson, J. Fred (A) ................................................................ State College, Ames 
Robinson, Ralph M. (A) ......................................................... State College. Ames 
Rogers, Rodney A. (F) ........................................... Drake University, Des Moines 
Rohret, L. A ................................................................. St. Boniface Rectory, Clinton 
Romm, H. J. ( G) ................................................................................ Baton Rouge, La. 
Rooks, Roland (01 ....................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Rose, Edward S. ( C, 0) ............................................................................ .Iowa City 
Rosen, Walter (G) ............................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Rothe, Erich (A) ...................................................................... Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Rothenbuhler, Walter C. ( F l. ..... ----------·-·················--···········----State College, Ames 
Rothfus, L. J. (B) ..................................................................................... Des Moines 
Rothlisberger, Hazel M. (A ) .............................. University of Dubuque, Dubuque 
Rowland, Gerald C. ( C, A) ............................................................................ Clarinda 
Itudman, Sylvia (G) ....................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Ruhe, Robert V. (El---········---------·········---····-········-·······------------·--State College, Ames 
Rundle, R. E. ( C) ·····-····-·-·-----------·-·······-··-·····-----·-··--···----------·····State College, Ames 
Runkel, S. T. ( G) ·····-----------·-···--·-········--···-········--·-···------------··-----------······-------Ottumwa 
Russell, Wallace A. (I) -------------------------············---------------------------Minneapolis, Minn. 
Ruth, Charles E ......... ·-------------------------····--··········:·---------------------------------·--····Des Moines 
Ruth, Royal F. (F) ---······------····---·-----------····-···----·····---------·-------------------Madison, Wisc. 
Sallee, Eugene ( C) ·-····-----------------·······----·----·-----------···----------------------Cincinnati. Ohio 
Sallee, Roy M. (F, G) ··--·····-······-------·-------·---------····------------------·--···---Macomb, Illinois 
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Saltz, Eli (I) .................................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Samuelson, Harold E. (F) ............................................................ Willow Run, Mich. 
Sanders, Rodney A. (F, G) ........................................................ State College, Ames 
Sanderson, Glen C. (Fl ...................................................................................... Marion 
Sanderson, Robert T. ( C) .............................................. State University, Iowa City 
Sandin, Mary Doris ( C) .................................................... Still College, Des Moines 
Sauer, Pauline (G) .......................................... State Teachers College, Cedar Falls 
Schaffner, Joseph (Fl.. ................................................. .lowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Scheme!, Mart P. (El.. .............................................................. Morgantown, W. Va. 
Schenke, Lahron H. (B l.. .................................................................. Sheboygan, Wisc. 
Scherb, PauL .................................................................... Wartburg College, Waverly 
Schilz, Gordon B. (F) .................................................................... Durant, Oklahoma 
Schipper, Arthur (F) ................................................................ Notre Dame, Indiana 
Schmorr, Edward Henry ( C) ........................................ State University, Iowa City 
Scholl, Mason ( C ). ..... , ................................................. Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Scholtes, Wayne H. ( E, G) ........................................................ State College, Ames 
Schreiner, Keith (F, G) ................................................... Parsons College, Fairfield 
Schuldt, Paul H. (Gl ............................................................................ Yonkers, N. Y. 
Schumacher, Erma (C) ................................................................ State College, Ames 
Schwab, G. E. (B) ....................................................................... State College, Ame.s 
Schwarte, L. H. ( C, 0 l ................................................................ State College, Ames 
Screven, Mrs. C. G. (El.. ................................. .lowa Geological Survey, Iowa City 
Sehnert. Harold G. (E) ........................................................................ Midland, Texas 
Seibel, Mary Lu (F) .................................................. Drake University, Des Moines 
Selz, Paul B. (A) .............................................................. Parsons College, Fairfield 
Serbousek, Lillian (F) ............................................................................ Cedar Rapid,; 
Sexton, Robert L. (I) ............................................... Drake University, Des Moines 
Seymour, Elsie K. (!) .................................................................................... Woodward 
Shafer, Wesley J. (B, F) ................................................ Parso:1s College, Fairfield 
Shaft, Richard S. (E l.. .......................................................................... Waukegon, Ill. 
Shahan, Leonidus (F) ....................................................................................... Winfieltl 
Shalla, Ralph A. (Cl .......................................................................................... Keokuk 
Shaver, K. W. (G) .................................................................................... Mt. Pleasant 
Shaw, Wm. C. (B) ........................................................................................ Des Moines 
Shepherd, Ralph H. (F) ............................................... Cornell College, Mt. Vernon 
Sherf, Arden F. ( G) ......................................................................... State College, Ames 
Shinn, Lorena M. ( F) ................................................................... State College, Ames 
Shockley, Mrs. Jean Jaques (Fl ........................................................................ Vinton 
Shumaker, John B. (Cl .................................................... Still College, Des Moine~ 
§k~it~'. feH:;:ey~-~-l_::::::::::::·.::.:::::·.:::::::::·.::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·5;~~~--F~ii~;··~o~=~~ 
Sidles, Paul H. (B) ...................................................................... State College, Ames 
Siegel, Irving (B) ............................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Sieh, James G. (F, G) ........................................................................................ Okoboji 
Silver, Edwin H. (B, ll ............................................................... Washington, D. C. 
Silverio, Mrs. Catherine (I) .................................................................... Bristol, Conn. 
Siple, Barbara (I) ........................................................ Drake University, Des Moines 
Skar, Robert C. ( B) ................................................................................ Cedar Rapids 
Skidmore, J. W. (B) ..................................................... .Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Skolnick, Herbert (E) .................................................... State University, Iowa City 
Slater, James Alexander (F) ...................................................... State College, Ames 
Smalley, Robert L. (F) .............................................................................. Mt. Auburn 
Smith, Frederick G. ( G) ............................................................ State College, Ames 
Smith, Guy D. ( G) ........................................................................ Beltsville, Maryland 
Smith, Helen F. (A) .................................................................... State College, Ames 
Smith, Hilton A ......................................................................... College Station, Texa;; 
Snow, Ernest A. (C) .............................................................. Amherst, Massachusetts 
Soule, David H. (!) .......................................................................... Dexter, Michigan 
Sparapany, John ( C) ............................................ Buena Vista College, Storm Lake 
Spence, Kenneth W. (l) ................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Sprain, Wilbur ( C) ...................................................................... State College, Ames 
Squires, Donald W. (E) ................................................ Simpson College, Indianola 
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Stalder, Harold I. (I) __________________________________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Staples, Lawrence F. (F >--------------------------------------------------Still College, Des Moines 
~~=iJ~~~, ~~~f~~n (~, Lf_' __ ::._-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·:_·_·:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_~~-~-~--~~::~in1:t:~ 
Stebbins, Dean W. (B l--------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Stein, F. Max (A, I) ___________________________________________________ .Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
~~=:~1~~· fi<l~~1d < }: ~ Y !_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~_io~~u~~~ 
Stephens, Phyllis Stanley ( 0 l----------------------------------------Martha's Vineyard, M~ss. 
Stickler, W. Hugh (B, E, Fl------------------------------------------------------Tallahassee, Florida 
Stinson, Edgar E. ( C) ------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Stoner, Mrs. Dayton (F) ________________________________ N. Y. State Museum, Albany, N. Y. 
Stoner, William J. (A) ----------------------------------------------------------------------San Diego, Calif. 
Stouffer, John ( F, G l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wheatland 
Stout, Donald J. ( G l----------------------------------------Horace Mann Jr. High, Burlington 
Strandskov, Carl V. ( Cl.-------------------------------------Grand View College, Des Moines 
Stright, Paul ( C l----------------------------------------------------------------------------Minneapolis, Minn. 
Stroud, D. C ... --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
Stuit, Dewey B. Ol--------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Sturm, Harold E. ( B, C) ----------------------------------------------------------------Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Sulkowski, Stan J. (Fl--------------------------------------------------------------------Kansas City, Mo. 
Sumerwell, Wm. Nichols ( C) ------------------------------------------'----------------------Seattle, Wash. 
Sweeney, 0. R. ( C) ------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Swenson, A. W. ( C) ------------------------------------------··-----------------------------------------------Waverly 
Sybil, Edward W., Jr. ( G l--------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Taber, Willard A. ( G l------------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Tallman, R. W. (I) ------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------Des Moines 
Tanford, Charles ( C l.---------------·-----------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Taylor, Dorothy M. (B l----------------------------------------University of Dubuque, Dubuque 
Taylor, Gordon S. (G l------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Taylor, Mary Nelle ( F) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Birmingham 
Teppert, W. Allan (F) ____________________________________________________ State University, Iowa City 
Terrefe, Tadesse (A l-------------------------------------------------.Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant 
Test, Maurice (I l--------------------------------------------------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Tharp, Herman S. (Fl---------------------------------------------------.State University, Iowa City 
Therese, Sister M. Joseph B.V.M. ____________________________________ Clarke College, Dubuque 
Thoma, Charles (A) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ottumwa 
Thomas, Ross R. (I l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Evanston, Ill. 
Thompson, Max E. (I) ____________________________________________________ Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Tibeau, Sister M. Etienne (A, F, G) ________________ Mt. Mercy College, Cedar Rapids 
Tiffany, Lois Hattery ( G l----------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames Tillapaugh, Iola __________________________________________________________________________________________ Cedar Rapids 
Timnick, Andrew ( C) ------------------------------------------------------------East Lansing, Michigan 
Timnick, Margaret Barton ( C) --------------------------------------------East Lansing, Michigan 
Tintner, G. (A) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Todd, John N. ( F) --------------------------------------------------------------------Coral Gables, Florida 
Tolstead, Wm. ( G) --------------------------------------------------------------------Central College, Pella 
Trumbower, John A. ( G l----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ames 
Trump, Walter N. ( C l--------------------------------------------------------------------Columbus, Kansas 
Tucker, Joan Froberg (G) ___________________________________________ .State University, Iowa City 
Uglum, Kenneth L. (C) .. __________________________________________ Drake University, Des Moines 
Uhlaner, J. E. (I) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arlington, Va. 
Underkofler, L. A. ( Cl------------------------------------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Unsicker, Willard D, ________________________________________ University High School, Iowa City 
Van Allen, James A. (B l------------------------------------------------State University, Iowa City 
Vander Zee, Cecil ( C) --------------------------------------------------------------------Lincoln, Nebraska 
Van Heusen, Charmain Ruth ________________________________________________________ Gloversville, N. Y. 
Van Renterghem, Oscar J. (F) ________________________________________ Still College, Des Moines 
Vaughan, Edwin M. ( B l----------------------------------------St. Ambrose College, Davenport 
Vavra, Lewis R. (I) ------------------------------------------------·---------------------State College, Ames 
Venning, Frank D. ( G) -------------------------------·----------------State University, Iowa City 
Verduin, Jake ( G) ---------------------------------------------------------·--------------------Put-In-Bay, Ohio 
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Vernon, Leo P. ( B) ·············---------------------------------------------------------------Madison, Wisc. 
Vinograde, Bernard (A) ·····---·---·---·-·-----·-------------------------------------State College, Ames 
Vlitos, August J. ( G) -----·-·---------·--·-----------·-----------·-------------------------------Yonkers, N. Y. 
Vorhis, Robert C. (E L------------------------------·---·-----------·-------------------Washington, D. C. 
Voter, Roger Conant ( C) -------------------·--·-----------------·-------------------State College, Ames 
Wacker, Greta Bedakas ( G) ·-------------------------------------------------------Los Angeles, Calif. 
Wade, Ida May ( G) ----------------------------·---------------------------·-------------------------LaPorte City 
Walde, Arthur W. ( C )-·------·--··---··--·-------·-----------··------------------------------------Charles City 
Wallace, Donald G. (l)_·-··---··-··---·--·----·--··--··-------·---Drake University, Des Moines 
Ward, Henry S. ( G l-------------------------------------------·---·----·-····----------·---Auburn, Alabama 
Watson, Jeannette B. ( C, F, G l--------------------------------··--------------------------------Estherville 
Weber, John R. ( G) --------·-----------·-------·-----------------------------------------------Riverside, Calif. 
Weber, Russell G. (F) -----------------------------------·--------··-·----·------··---·-··------------·--Jowa City 
Webster, Ruth ( E) ---------·----------------····-·-·--·---------···---··------···---·---------------Cedar Rapids 
Weeks, Carl ( C) ---------------·--···---·····---·-··-·-··------·---·---···-····-··--------·---·-----------Des Moines 
Welch, Donald L. ( C) -····--·-----·-·---·-·-----------------------------·---·--·----··-------Chicago, Illinois Wellman, Frank E. (I) ________________________________________________________________ State College, Ames 
Wendlandt, Wesley W. (Cl-----·-·--··-·-------·----------·------·-----------·-·-··-----La Crosse, Wisc. 
Westerhof, Margaret (I l---···---------·--------------------··Grand View College, Des Moines 
Weston, Jr., Henry G. (F, G) ____________________________________________ Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Wetzstein, H. L. ( C) ·-·-·--··-··-·-·---··-----··----·-----··------------·--·--·-·--···-----·------------Lake View 
White, Everett M. ( G, E) ·········---·---------------------------·------------·------State College, Ames 
White, Wilfred C. (B) ·---·-------····································----·--·····-----------------------·Burlington 
Whitworth, J. T. ( E) ······--······-··----------·----------------------------------------------------Cedar Rapids 
Wick, Lawrence ( C l---·---·------··---·--------------------------------------·-------·----·----Manhatten, Kan. 
Wicks, Alan E. (Fl-----------··--·······--························-···················-···--·-··········-Jowa City 
Wicks, Howard ------------------------------------··----·····-··-·---···--·-----·------------·--------------Des Moines 
Widmer, J. M. ( C, 0 l--·-·-------------------------------------------·---------------------Greenwich, Conn. 
Wiebe, Herman ( G) ·---·------------------------------------------------------·--------Raleigh, N. Carolina 
Wiederaenders, M.·---·-----------·-·-·---··--··-······-····-··---·--·····-·-·Wartburg College, Waverly 
Wilcox, Ronald E. ( E) ------------------------------··------------------------·-------State College, Ames 
Wild, Gene M. ( C l--··----------------··---·-·····---···-·····--·---··--------------------State College, Ames 
Wilhelm, H. A. ( C) ·-···--·····---···-···-······················---------------------------State College, Ames 
Willardson, Robert K. (B )--------------------·-----------·--·······-···--·-··------State College, Ames 
Williams, Doris Helen (F) ---·------------·---·-------------------··-·---··-·-·--------··----·Cedar Rapids 
Williams, George T. ( B, C, 0) ------------·-····-······-------------------········----------------Davenport 
Wilson, Elmer L. ( G) ----------------·-----------··-···-··-·-·-·-------------------------State College, Ames 
Winemiller, G. L. ( 0) ----··-··---·----·--·---··--·········--·-----------·-------·--------------------Charles City 
Wingo, Curtis W. ( F) ----------------------------------------·---·---------·--···---·-·----··--·-Columbus, Mo. 
Winier, Leonard (F, G) ·---····-···--·-·--·-----·------------·---------··-------------·-··---·--··---Cedar Falls 
Winterstein, Meryn G. ( C) ···-·----·-·-·-·---·----------------------------·----··_Indianapolis, Indiana 
Wissink, G. B. (B l--------·--··-·----·-·--------------------------------------·--·----·---------·-Mankato, Minn. 
Witt, Fred W. ( C, F, G) -·--·--···-·----------------------------·-·--···--·-----------------------Chicago, Ill. 
~ ~~t:,n·o!~a -~:~-~~~~---~-~!_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i\i~~:~~ll~:~: 
Wood, Eugene H. (Fl-------·-------···-·--·-----···-···-------------Drake University. Des Moines 
Woodrow, Jack ( C) --------···----------------------·--·--·------------·---·----·--·-··--·-Fort Worth, Texas 
Woods, Joe D. ( C l----·-·----··--------------···------··----····---------------Jowa State College, Ames 
~ ;::~~: ~~0~!1l~ (fd. --E)::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iVi~~~~~\~! 
Wright, Wayne K. (ll----···---------·-------··--··--------------·--···-·Coe College, Cedar Rapids 
Yaffe, Ruth Powers ( C l--·-----------··--------·---------···---------·---··-···--·---State College, Ames 
Yoder, Lee ( E) ··-------·---·------···-·----------·--------·--····-·-·-----Drake University, Des Moines 
i ~~~~' Je~~:;t --(E):::::-_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.::::::::::-_:::::::::::::-_:-_:::::::::~-~-~~G;i~!:~ni/F1:~ 
y oho, William (I) ---··-------·-·--------··-----------···-··-·------------Drake University, Des Moines 
Y ohsimoto, Carl ( F) ----·-----------·-·-------------·----···--------------------------------Honolulu, Hawaii 
Young, Boyd I. ( E) -----·----------···---------------·--·----------------Highway Commission, Ames 
Young, G. Y. ( G) -------·---·--------··-·-------- .. ··----------------······-··--·------------Youngstown, Ohio 
Younquist, Walter (E l----------------·-····-------------·--·--·-·------'---------··--Talara, Peru, S. A. 
Y oungworth, Wm. ( F) ·····-------·--···----------·-····-·-·------·-----········------------------------Sioux City 
Younkin, W. Gene (B l---··-····-·--------·········--·--------······-··-------------------·-··-·-···--Davenport 
Yuk, James ( C) --------·-----------··-··-··--------··-···-·······-··--·----··--State University, Iowa City 
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Zabel, H. E ............................................................................................. Chicago, Illinois 
Zbornik, Thomas W. ( C) ........................................................................ Charles City 
Zeiser, Sister M. Rupert (A) ................................... Mt. St. Clare College, Clinton 
Zelezny, Wm. F. ( C) ........................................................ State University, Iowa City 
Zell, LaRoy Wm. ( G) ........................................................................ Mankato, Minn. 
Ziemer, G. L. (E, F) ........................................................ State Cons. Comm., Vinton 
Zimmermann, William J. (F) .................................................... State College, Ames 
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